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Short News : 

·  Swastika Gurung held 

the responsibility of 

Monitor for  month - 

November. 

· Ms. Jyoti K.C. visited 

Vistare Home to wish 

the Dashain 2077 in 

advance with the very 

delicious cake and 

tasty fruits. 

·  Anusha Tamang - 

VFGH Alumni visited 

Vistare Home and 

stayed for two days in 

Vistare Home and 

shared her experience 

with her emotional 

feeling how proud she 

is of being a Vistare 

Girl and also 

encouraged her sisters 

of Vistare to do best in 

their life. 

·  Sajani Gurung Vistare 

Alumni visited Vistare 

Home to greet Happy 

Dashain.  

·  Phura Chhechi Sherpa 

- VFGH Alumni visited 

to greet Happy Tihar 

and stayed for a day in 

Vistare Home. 
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2077 B.S. - Happy Bijaya Dashain, Tihar & Chhath Greetings 

On behalf of Vistare Foundation Girls Home (Asia 

Education Foundation Nepal) family, we wish all our 

friends, well-wishers and supporters a Happy Vijaya 

Dashami, Tihar and Chhath 2020.  

Asia Education Foundation, VFGH celebrated the National day of 

the Kingdom of Spain! 

12th October is marked as the National day of 
the kingdom of Spain. This day is one of the 
remarkable days for the VFGH family because it 
is emotionally and socially linked to Spanish 
nationals.  

All of the Asia Education Foundation –VFGH Girls Home family 
celebrated the National day of the Kingdom of Spain this year 
also, in order to pay its respect to the Spanish nationals who 
have played a crucial role in making dreams of underprivileged 
girls of Nepal come true.  

Vijaya Dashami or Dashain, Tihar & Chhath are the 
three of the biggest festivals of Nepalese Hindu 
people. Dashain is all about worship of various 
manifestations of goddess Durga. It signifies the glory 
of women’s power and victory of good over the evil.  

The second greatest festival, Tihar, follows Dashain. Tihar is the celebration of 
lights marking the grandeur of the goddess Laxmi. She is worshipped seeking 
her grants of wealth and prosperity. The house premises are illuminated during 
this festival observed for five days. The last day, Bhaitika, is observed specially 
by brothers and sisters signifying the strong bond between them.  
Chhath is also one of the prominent festivals celebrated by people of Terai 
region worshipping the Sun God. May the power of deity Durga enable all of us 
to maintain peace and happiness in our life despite the global pandemic and 
restore normalcy and order all over.  

Wishing you a Halloween night full 
of fright and fear! You're the cutest 
pumpkin in the patch! Have a scary 
good time. Happy Halloween 2020!  

Happy Halloween 2020 Greetings 
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Dashain is considered as one of the greatest festivals of Nepal and Nepalese. They celebrate Dashain by 
receiving Tika and Jamara from their elders. At Vistare Home, all the girls remained in the VFGH home 
with the Director of the Organization as the rest of the staffs were on leave.  This year, the main day of 
Dashain Festival – Ghatasthapana fell on 17 October, the seventh-day Pulpati on 23 October. Asthami 
was celebrated on 24 October, Nawami on 25 October and Dashami on 26 October. Furthermore, for 5 
additional days till 30 October which is called Kojagrat Purnima, this festival was celebrated at VFGH. Till 
Kojagrat Purnima, relative and extended family members visited each other’s house to offer/receive Tika 
and blessing from their relatives.  As all the days of Dashain were spent at Vistare was really blissful but 
few of the days taken as remarkable and precious one which are updated as follows: 

24
th 

October 2020: On Mahanavami, Vishvakarma, the god of 
creation, is worshipped as it is believed that all the things which 
help us in making a living should be kept happy. Artisans, 
craftsmen, traders, and mechanics worship and offer animal and 
fowl blood to their tools, equipment, and vehicles. Moreover, since it 
is believed that worshipping the vehicles on this day avoids 
accidents for the year all the vehicles from bikes, cars to trucks are 
worshipped on this day.  

 25
th 

October 2020: On the main day of Dashain, elders 
offer Tika and Jamara, sown in the Ghatasthapana, on the 
forehead of younger relatives to bless them with 
abundance in the upcoming years. The red also 
symbolizes the blood that ties the family together. Elders 
give "Dakshina", or a small amount of money, to younger 
relatives at this time along with the blessings. This 
continues to be observed for five days till the full moon 
during which period families and relatives visit each other 
to exchange gifts and greetings.  

27th October 2020: on the third day of Tika, all the girls received Tika, 
blessing along with Dakshina from VFGH Housekeeping Incharge Mrs 
Laxmi Rajbhak. 

26th October 2020: On the second day of Tika, all the girls received 
Tika, blessing along with Dakshina from VFGH Medical Advisor Dr 
Bikram Thapa. 

30th October 2020; the last day of the festival which lies on the 
full moon day which is called 'Kojagrat' Purnima. The literal 
meaning of Kojagrat is 'who is awake'. On this day, 
Goddess Laxmi who is believed to be the goddess of wealth is 
worshipped as it is believed that Goddess Laxmi descends on 
earth and showers whoever is awake all night with wealth and 
prosperity.  
 

On the last day of Tika, VFGH had the last day Tika celebration 
and all the girls received Tika from Rohini and her sister Shyama 
Dhungel and ended the day with Delicious lunch sent by Dhungel 
family which is cooked by VFGH Housekeeping Incharge Usha Oli.  
  
Vistare Foundation Girls' Home Family celebrated Dashain all day 
by making ravishing memory.  

On the 10th day of Dashain - Vijaya Dashami, the mixture of Rice, yoghurt 

and vermillion were prepared for Tika and also all the VFGH girls were ready 

in order to receive Tika. On this very auspicious day, Rohini Dhungel, the 

Director of the organization, offered Tika to all the VFGH girls and gave them 

all the blessings and offered them with sweets and Dakshina. Moreover, 

Aama and Baba (Rohini’s parents) from Chabahil also visited VFGH and 

offered Tika to the VFGH entire girls. It is a happy thing to share that girls 

received blessing along with Dakshina from them too. Vistare Family 

celebrated this day with great vigour and enthusiasm. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vishvakarman
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New Academic Session of Grade 11– Started Virtually 

From 6th October, 2020, a new academic session of the Grade 11 started. Due to the 

pandemic COVID 19, the college has organized the classes through ZOOM app virtually. 

This year the full academic syllabus of Grade 11 is changed by the Government 

Education board. This year, 3 of Vistare Girls are enrolled in Grade 12 of Oxbridge 

International Higher Secondary School. Three of them are in different faculties. Pema 

Mingdik Gurung is studying under Science stream, likewise, Pema lhamu Sherpa Hotel 

Management stream and Rejina Thapa Magar is under the Computer Management 

stream. 

Here is the sharing of these three girls Rejina Thapa Magar, Pema Lhamu Sherpa, 

Pema Mingdik Gurung  from their first day virtual class: 

''On the very first day, we had 3 classes - Nepali, English, and Social Studies. Also, 

Social Studies has been added in the course of Grade 11. It was really fun meeting 

new friends and teachers. As a new beginning, we all were really excited and eager 

to learn something new and begin the session with full energy.''  

''On 6th October, Tuesday, 2020, it was such a wonderful experience. I had taken part 

in the Elocution Competition. This competition was organized by our school virtually. 

Most of the candidates were my classmates. I spoke on the topic ”Responsibilities and 

duties to preserve our cultural heritage”. It was really an amazing experience for me. I 

got a bit nervous that I literally closed all the tabs and delivered my speech looking at 

the desktop computer. After every participant gave their best, our English Head 

Department, Mr. Tulsi Maharjan announced the results. I could not believe my ears. I 

got the 2nd position. I was very happy about the achievement. It was truly the fruit of my 

hard work.” 

Virtual Elocution Competition organized by Radiant Readers' Academy 

 Congratulations to Sabina Rai - she grabbed the 2nd position in the Virtual Elocution Competition. Here 
is the sharing of her experience: 

Experience being the Monitor for September 2020 - Kamala Rai 

It’s the third time that I have become the monitor in this home. It was different. I 

had the better opportunity to look after the girls because we were all confined in 

our home. I fulfilled all my responsibilities like reporting every activity of the home, 

supervising the sisters at the time of group duty, and studying. Day after day, 

week after week, the month passed so fast. But I learned that standing alone 

doesn’t mean I am alone. It means that I am strong by myself. I also learned to 

build up self-confidence. I like to express my appreciation towards the Vistare 

management team for making the monitor of the September month.  

Experience being the Monitor for October 2020 - Mingma Lhamu Lama 

Being a monitor of the month October, 2020, I really had to monitor my mind and thoughts. It 

was indeed a great pleasure and big opportunity as well because every day we get to learn 

new things and get to experience more things as the day starts with warm sunshine. Though 

it`s tough sometimes I learnt that I should not hold back instead hold my head up and move. 

During the entire month, I really had great experience by controlling alone with the full 

support of the management team and also all the Vistare Family. 
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Specific Duty -  Best Specific Duty Holder of the month September 2020 

Library Incharge - Pema Lhamu Sherpa; Well the month September was a boon to me 
because I learnt so much and remained busy giving library books each week and even 
managing books in a benevolent way. Likewise, cleaning the book shelves was fun and 
tough. Anyway, I was successful in keeping them neat and managed throughout the 
month. Thus, the month started well and no doubt ended perfectly! Enjoyed the 
responsibility. 

Safety Tank, Maintenance Incharge and Kitchen garden,- Bipana Thapa 
Magar and Chhamji Sherpa; During the month of September, we became 
incharge of Safety Tank, maintenance Store and kitchen Garden. It was great to 
look after the store, Safety tank and Kitchen Garden. Every day, we checked the 
safety tank 3 times - in the morning, after Lunch and after dinner. There isn't a day 
that we have not looked over them. Although it sometimes got blocked, we 
ourselves maintained it and placed the things in the store in proper order. We were 
a gardening group and took good care of the Kitchen garden. 

The month September turned out to be the next month of creativity for Vistare girls. 
They made different beautiful stuff (Clothes, earrings, Bengals, ankle band, wrist 
band, headband, hairband, pencil bag, varieties of bags) by reusing clothes, thread, 
bids, paper, cartoons etc.  

“Assembly and Cards Distribution”- Mingma Lhamu Lama; First of all, what we learn 
from this is “Punctuality”. And if we are punctual, then it gives us a chance to become 
successful in our life. It teaches us the essence of time and makes us aware of its value. 
Moreover, this month we said the name of province Karnali, Gandaki, 5 and Baghmati 
Pradesh. We learnt about their history, population, area covered, what that particular 
place is famous for, and the aborigines. We also said the name of the top twenty-two 
Himalayas of the world. And we came to know that most of the summits lie in Asia 
Continent, also learnt and gained much information. We learnt how the particular 
Mountain is named and their elevation from the sea level. 

VFGH believes that by doing so girls can learn and 

remember the things well and it helps them to be 

responsible for the specific responsibilities given to them. 

There are various specific topics of day to day activities of 

Vistare Home that are given to its girls individually and it is 

helping the girls to make responsible alert and punctual on 

the given task. VFGH is doing evaluation and include the 

evaluate mark in the monthly evaluation , this time VFGH 

includes the experience sharing blog for best performance 

done by specific duty holder which are as follows:  

Handicraft Workshop & Exhibition-Handmade with love - September 2020  

Here is the experience shared by September month 
Handicraft Incharge - Sapana Rai: ''In the month of 
September, I was given the responsibility of Handicraft 
Incharge. All the girls cooperated with each other and 
showed their interest in doing their crafts. I also taught 
them how to make earrings and helped them to make the 
bags at the time of their need. They all worked really 
hard to complete their own crafts. I am really thankful to 
VFGH Management for providing me an opportunity to 
be Incharge of Handicraft.'' 

Vistare not only believes in academics but it also believes knowledge. Students are in a dilemma as 
institutions are closed since last March 2020, and some of them have started online teaching and learning 
ways but all of the students all over Nepal are not facilitated with it. Vistare has introduced the specific 
training to appoint the each and every current resident girls of Vistare with the specific duty .  



The month October turned out to be the next month of creativity for 
Vistare girls. During the entire month, every group did planning on what 
materials to be prepared and listed the required materials. As the week 
passed, they involved themselves in making masks, scrunches, bags and 
many more. And this time, Meraki (Kitchen Duty) involved themselves in 
making embroidery which was the unique one. On November 13, 2020, 
the exhibition was held. It was the fourth time exhibition and at least four 
groups presented their handicrafts. Accouterment (Gardening Group) 
showed their creativity by making necklaces from beads, bags and many 
more. Similarly, Vividness (Housekeeping Group) performed their best as 
they had prepared many scrunches and eye mask. And the monitor also 
made items such as cushion, masks, bag and many more.  

Handicraft Workshop & Exhibition- Handmade with love - October 2020  

Here is the experience shared by October month Handicraft Incharge - 
Lhakpa Jangmu Sherpa: "Creativity is contagious. So Pass It On." On 
the Month October, I was given the responsibility to hold as a handicraft 
in charge.  During the month, I managed to teach them how to make 
mask. I helped each group in preparing the items and involved myself in 
embroidery, sewing and many more. As it was the first time to hold such 
responsibility, it was a great experience for me in helping and teaching. I 
learnt many lessons from my Vistare Family.  

At I last, I would like to express my gratitude toward the management team for giving me this immense 
opportunity to explore our creativity. It wouldn't have been possible without the help, love and support 
provided. 

World Smile Day is celebrated on the first 
Friday in the month of October every 
year.  This year, it was on 5th October, 2020. 
Let's Smile, breathe and go slowly but safely.  

The Dashain Vacation in Vistare Home 

Dashain is considered as one of the greatest festivals of Nepal and Nepali which is the longest and most 
celebrated festival in Nepal.  Dashain has its different names. It is called Dashain, Vijaya Dashami and 
Dashera. The way of celebration and name differs, but most Nepalese celebrate it for about 15 days with 
the same zeal and enthusiasm.  

AEF  provided its staff Dashain Holiday in various ways from Asthami 24th 
October to 27th October 2020 Ekadashi for the Housekeeping staff. 
Academic staff had holiday from 23rd October to 31st October as all the 
school and college were closed during that  time too. There was no fixed 
holiday for management staff.  

As every year, during the greatest festival of Nepal - Dashain- most of 
the girls used to go home. Only 5 to 6 girls would stay at Vistare Home 
during the holiday. But this year, it is different. None of the girls was 
allowed to go home due to COVID-19 and partial lockdown in Nepal. 
The Government has imposed the travel restriction and requested to 
celebrate the Dashain at home or at the same place where we all are 
staying.  AEF prepared the appropriate vacation plan and run inside the 
home during the Dashain time. Dashain Official holiday Started on 23rd 
and ended on 27th October this year. AEF girls celebrated with full joy  
of the 9 Days Dashain celebrations at Vistare Home.  
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September 2020 - Good Saturday Program in Charge Experience  

- Puja Moktan and Pema Mingdik Gurung 

Experience of being best performer of the month September - Sabina Rai 

For the month of September, we were given the responsibility of conducting the Good Saturday 
program along. This responsibility was different from the other one because we had different ways of 
conducting the Programme. 

This September was fully spent in my hard work. I worked very hard to win our sisters’ hearts and at last 
it didn't go in vain. My legs were placed on the ground. I felt like I was watching fireworks. In the first 
week, I did beat box, which I had longed for. After I was selected, I practiced word poetry; I changed, 
edited for more than five times. And in the final, I performed word poetry. I was very happy to win 
everyone's heart. I was very happy to be awarded as "the best performer of the month September". 

 From this month, we learnt a lot of things. It was so much fun! We enjoyed conducting the program, 
especially due to its new way.  This time everyone had to perform solo, so even got to know some 
girl’s hidden talent. The one who never danced, sang a song, and shared a story even did it this 
month. We were not fully confident this time but next time we will give better next time and we also 
learnt that we should always be ready at any time.  

Asia Education Foundation, which has been run entirely to support girl children, has also been promoting the theme of 

the year 2020. Its prime target is to help produce well skilled, educated and bold girls, especially those who are 

underprivileged and deprived of rights to education due to various circumstances, by laying emphasis on their 

education and skill enhancement; as a result the girls become unstoppable. AEF believes that if every child can be 

given the chance to express themselves and talk about issues that are affecting them, then we can have a wide range 

of voices being represented. 

International Day of Girl Child- 2020! 

It is observed on 11th October 2020 across the globe and progress for adolescent 
girls has not kept pace with the realities they face today, and COVID-19 has 
reinforced many of these gaps. The 2020 International Day of Girl Child under the 
theme, “My Voice, Our Equal Future” appeals to seize the opportunity to be 
inspired by what adolescent girls see as the change they want, the solutions- big 
and small- they are leading and demanding across the globe.  

On 18th October 20, Manmohan Memorial of Health Science Time Bound Online Home Exam Result 
was published. The Vistare girl named Radha Bhujel attends the Manmohan Memorial of Health 
Sciences College. Congratulations to Radha Bhujel for scoring 61.6% in the very exam. VFGH thanks 
the dedicated teachers of the organization and college for their continuous and consistent endeavor and 
support.  

 BSc. Nursing Home based Time Bound Online Home Exam Result 

October 2020 - Good Saturday Program In Charge Experience  

- Binita Thapa & Pema Yangji Sherpa 

Experience of being best performer of the month October - Rejina Thapa Magar 

For the month of October 2020, we were in charge of handling the Good Saturday 
program and extra activities. As suggested by our ma`am to make the program 
special. We tried our best to make the entire programs special and entertaining one. 

On the month of October, I was selected as the best performer of the month in the Good Saturday 
Program. It was my first time and it made me really happy. As for my performance, I sang an English Song 
Impossible during the performance day and I was selected for the finale along with three of my sisters and 
there was also wild card entry. And I performed an inspiring story about the richest man in the world along 
with video that was made with the help of my VFGH sisters.  

 This October was of 5 weeks and we organized in all the weeks. We were helped to set up the 
stage. We learned a lot about being a program host. We learned to dress up according to the 
situation. And we would also like to thank the management team for providing us with this 
opportunity and all the Vistare Family for cooperation and supports. 

I picked an interesting and inspiring story and narrated. As it was my first time being the best performer of the month I 
was really happy because I was interested and eager in winning the title Performer of the month. Lastly, I would like to 
thank management team for providing this platform and the entire sister for liking my performance. 

https://www.unicef.org/gender-equality/international-day-girl-2020


Asia Education Foundation 
Dhumbarahi-4, Kathmandu Nepal 

 

Vistare Foundation Girls’ Home 
Sanepa-2, Lalitpur  

G.P.O.Box: 8975 E.P.C.No.:2358  
Kathmandu Nepal  

Phone No: 5403137/5405598/5400254 
Email: rohini@vistare.org 

Contact Address 

Vistare Foundation Spain 

Madrid, Spain  

 
C/Rosas de Aravaca, 31 -28023  

 
Phone No:  +34911891610 

 
Email: info@vistarefoundation.org  

Websites :  

 

http://vistarefoundation.org 

 

Face book :  

 

FUNDACION VISTARE 
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Vistare Foundation Girls’ Home Girls Monthly Evaluation  September 2020 

Name: Kamala Rai  

Grade : XII 

Position:  2nd  

Percentage: 87.8% 

Name: Lhakpa Jangmu 

Sherpa 

Grade : XII 

Position: 1st  

Percentage: 89.4% 

Name: Chhamji 

Sherpa 

Grade : XII  

Position:  3rd  

Percentage: 87.5% 

Vistare Foundation Girls’ Home Girls Monthly Evaluation  October 2020 

Name: Sapana Rai  

Grade : XII 

Position:  2nd  

Percentage: 90% 

Name: Mingma Lhamu           

 Lama 

Grade : XII 

Position: 1st  

Percentage: 91.1% 

Name: Kamala Rai 

Grade : XII  

Position:  3rd  

Percentage: 88.5% 


